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Abstract 
SAGD has proven to be a very promising recovery technique for heavy oil and bitumen reserves in the last two decades. It is 
an energy intensive process and good control systems are essential for efficient steam delivery into the reservoir such that a 
continuous production of oil is achieved without steam breakthrough. In order to implement these control systems, it is 
important that the engineer has a good understanding of the physical behaviour of the SAGD process. In particular, the 
stability of the steam chamber, which requires continuous monitoring and adjusting through injection/production rates, 
depending on reservoir geology and well design. At present SAGD control systems are not predictive due to a lack of 
understanding of the steam chamber behaviour. A reservoir simulation is a good tool for the engineer to develop a sound 
understanding of the physical behaviour in the reservoir. SAGD simulation however is an extremely challenging process for a 
number of reasons:  
 Mobility ratios of 100,000s are observed in SAGD   
 Sudden phase changes occur within fractions of 1 °F or fractions of a 1 psi  
 The presence of huge pressure and temperature gradients   
Unlike the traditional approach of grid refinement in isothermal simulations, the above characteristics require an in depth 
analysis for the engineer to achieve optimal gridding when building a SAGD model.  
In this paper, gridding and solver settings were both investigated for building a tightly coupled well/reservoir SAGD model 
which captures the physical behaviour of the system. The objective of the study was to control the model at different subcool 
values and carry out a detailed analysis of the behaviour of the steam chamber. A simple algorithm was developed to control 
the steam chamber and define maximum and minimum operating conditions for the system. The model was then controlled at 
a range of subcool values and a correlation was established between the subcool value and steam chamber stability. It was 
suggested that a strategy for predictively controlling the steam chamber, based on the correlation, could be implemented via an 
algorithm which controls the inter-well subcool using ICVs along the well pair. 
Introduction 
High oil prices and major heavy oil and bitumen discoveries have raised a huge interest in Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage 
(SAGD) projects over the last 10 years. The procedure typically involves a horizontal injector and producer well pair being 
drilled, 1500-3000 ft. in length with a 15-30 ft. vertical inter-well spacing. Steam is injected into the reservoir, and the latent 
heat released on condensing, heats the heavy oil/bitumen, reducing fluid viscosity and increasing its mobility, Butler et al 
(1981). A steam chamber develops in the reservoir which expands upward and outward as illustrated in figure 1. Under the 
action of gravity, a continuous film of heated oil and steam condensate drains towards the producer at the steam/oil interface at 
the edge of the steam chamber. 
Imperial College 
London 
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Figure 1 - Cross section of the steam chamber 
in the SAGD process (after Butler 1996) 
Reservoirs are usually geologically heterogeneous, and consequently steam delivery into the reservoir will vary along the 
length of the injector depending on the porosity, permeability and fluid saturation distributions, Gotawala and Gates (2009). 
Other factors that affect steam delivery are fluid composition variations within the reservoir and heel-toe effects along the well 
pair. The steam chamber is controlled by monitoring the difference in temperature between the injected steam and the 
produced fluids. This temperature difference is known as the inter-well subcool. If the subcool value is too high, the 
production rate decreases as the steam chamber is too far above the producer to provide a sufficient heating effect. A large 
subcool value also reduces energy efficiency as the fluids are continually being heated without them being produced. If the 
subcool value is too low however, then the steam chamber is too close to the producer and there is a risk of steam 
breakthrough, which can force a system shutdown. 
SAGD is an energy intensive process requiring between two and eight injected tonnes of steam for every tonne of produced 
bitumen, (Gotawala and Gates, 2009). Efficient energy delivery into the reservoir is therefore essential for a successful SAGD 
operation. This is achieved by controlling the produced fluids at a subcool value such that a heated liquid column is maintained 
above the producer ensuring a continuous production of the heated fluids, Edmunds (1998). There have been a wide range of 
studies on SAGD optimisation over the last two decades. Egermann et al. (2001) suggest that adjusting steam injection 
maintain the reservoir pressure and regulating the oil rate to control the steam chamber can have a 100% incremental increase 
on oil production. Edmunds and Chhina (2001) carried out a comprehensive study of the economics in SAGD and highlight 
the fact that the steam oil ratio (SOR) is the single most important factor in SAGD economics. In their paper, they state that as 
gas (for heating steam) prices increase, minimising the steam oil ratio (SOR) becomes paramount when using SAGD as a 
recovery technique. 
The standard way of controlling the inter-well subcool is by operating a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) feedback 
control system. In a PID feedback control system, the inter-well subcool is kept to a target value by adjusting injection rates 
(or production rates) depending on temperature measurements taken along the well pair. The drawback with current PID 
feedback control systems is that they are not predictive, which shows a lack of understanding of what is physically happening 
in the reservoir under SAGD operation.  
Reservoir simulation is one way of allowing the engineer to capture the physical behaviour in a reservoir in order to best 
predict future behaviour. When modelling SAGD, numerical instabilities are often encountered as a result of the physical 
behaviour of the system. Mobility ratios of 100,000s combined with huge temperature/pressure gradients and sudden phase 
changes require very fine gridding when modelling the areas in the reservoir where the steam chamber develops. 
Unfortunately, fine grids require excessive computational time when running simulations. There are very few studies on 
optimal gridding for SAGD. Shin et al (2012) suggest that grid blocks with 30×6×6 (x,y,z) ft. dimensions provides similar 
results to when using a fine grid for SAGD simulations. In their paper, they highlight the importance of grid optimisation for 
field scale operations such that accurate results are obtained with minimum computational time. 
The objective of this paper is to study the physical behaviour of the steam chamber in the SAGD process, using a tightly 
coupled well/reservoir model, for the development of predictive control systems. The effects of gridding in SAGD simulation 
were investigated, in order to build a base case model such that the physical behaviour was captured and numerical instabilities 
mitigated. An algorithm which takes into account viscosity effects and buoyancy forces was developed in order to obtain 
maximum and minimum operating conditions for a SAGD operation.  The base case model was controlled at a range of 
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subcool values within these limits and a detailed study of the steam chamber was carried out, such that a relationship could be 
established between the subcool value and steam chamber stability. Such a relationship could pave the way for developing 
predictive control systems to optimise SAGD operations with increased oil production and reduced energy consumption.      
SAGD simulation model 
Method for building a numerically stable SAGD model 
The traditional approach when simulating SAGD ignores the effects of production and injection in the well and only focuses 
on what happens in the reservoir by defining boundary conditions at the heel of the well pair. This has serious limitations, 
since the constant geothermal gradient assumption does not hold in SAGD operations due to huge temperature variations in the 
reservoir. Furthermore, the pre-heating phase cannot be modelled using lift curves as they do not capture the transient heat 
exchange which takes place in the completions. A coupled well/reservoir simulator was used in this work which has a thermal 
option to handle SAGD simulation. 
When building the base case model, the effects of solver settings and gridding were both investigated in order to produce a 
model that accurately captures the physical behaviour in the reservoir. The basic workflow for building the base case model is 
illustrated in figure 2. 
 
Figure 2 - Workflow for building the base case 
Reservoir and fluid data 
The base case model was built for a homogeneous reservoir with no bottom aquifer using data from a field in Alberta, Canada 
(private communication Suncor Energy). The reservoir parameters and fluid properties are listed in tables 1 and 2 respectively. 
The relative permeability end points are listed in table 3 and the evolution of the oil viscosity as a function of temperature is 
illustrated in figure 3.   
Table 1 – Reservoir Parameters Table 2 – Fluid properties 
 
 
Reservoir depth 1000 ft 
Payzone 55 ft 
Reservoir temperature 60 °F 
Reservoir pressure 300 psia  
Porosity 33% 
Permeability 7 Darcy 
Kv/kh 0.1 
Grain density 160 lb/ft
3 
Grain heat capacity 0.2 BTU/(lb. °F)
 
Grain thermal conductivity 10 BTU/(ft. °F.day) 
Overburden / Underburden density 160 lb/ft
3 
Overburden / Underburden heat capacity 0.2 BTU/(lb. °F) 
Overburden / Underburden conductivity 10 BTU/(ft. °F.day) 
 
Formation GOR  5 scf/STB 
Oil gravity 10 API 
Gas gravity 0.58 
Water gravity 1.001 
Oil viscosity 50000 cp @ 60°F 
Viscosity correlation Egbobah et Al 
Water thermal conductivity 8 BTU/(ft. °F.day) 
Oil thermal conductivity 3 BTU/(ft. °F.day) 
Gas thermal conductivity 2 BTU/(ft. °F.day) 
Water heat capacity 1 BTU/(lb. °F) 
Oil heat capacity 0.53 BTU/(lb. °F) 
Gas heat capacity 0.51 BTU/(lb. °F) 
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Table 3 - Relative permeability end points 
 
 Critical water saturation 0.2 
Critical oil/water saturation 0.2 
Critical oi/gas saturation 0.1 
Crical gas saturation 0.05 
 
 Figure 3- Oil viscosity vs. temperature 
 
Well design and schedule 
The horizontal producer was modelled such that the heel of the well was located 15 ft. above the bottom of the reservoir and 
perforated for 1200 ft. horizontally. The injector was located 15 ft. above the producer and again perforated for 1200 ft. 
horizontally. The well completions were modelled as illustrated in figure 4.  
 
Figure 4 - well design 
Pre-heating phase 
In order to establish hydraulic communication between the well pair, it is necessary to pre-heat the immobile fluids in the 
reservoir before steam injection, Prada and Cunha, (2005). The oil in the near wellbore was heated by cycling 1000 STB/day 
of super saturated steam in the completions for both the producer and the injector, with an enthalpy of 1250 Btu/lb at an 
injection pressure of 500 psia. The heat, when cycling the steam in the completions is transferred mainly by conduction 
through the casing to the surrounding reservoir, reducing the oil viscosity. Steam cycling is essential in SAGD, as injecting 
steam at high pressure into the reservoir without preheating the oil can damage the formation. The preheating phase was 
carried out until the oil viscosity was reduced such that flow could be established along the entire length of the well pair, 
which translated to 150 days. 
Injection phase  
The purpose of the injection phase is to ensure a steam chamber develops in the reservoir before the first drawdown such that a 
continuous film of hot, mobile oil drains towards the producer at the steam/oil interface, figure 5. As was previously 
mentioned, it is important that when production is first initiated, that a heated liquid pool is maintained above the producer to 
ensure a continuous production of the heated fluids. The injection phase was carried out for 90 days at a rate of 250 STB/day, 
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while steam cycling was continued in the producer to ensure a hot liquid column was maintained above the well before 
production.  
 
Figure 5 - Evolution of the steam chamber during the injection phase 
Production phase  
During the production phase, steam was continuously injected into the reservoir at the same rate and enthalpy as during the 
injection phase. Due to a low average reservoir pressure, a pump was modelled using Petroleum Experts’ systems analysis 
module Prosper and placed in the heel of the producer, figure 4. In SAGD simulation, numerical instabilities occur mainly 
when the steam chamber is in close proximity of the producer or at the time of steam breakthrough. In order to mitigate these 
instabilities, the producer was controlled at a well head pressure with a strong enough drawdown to force early steam 
breakthrough when running gridding and solver setting sensitivities.  
Solver setting sensitivity 
Fully implicit solver settings were used, as the IMPES formulation leads to severe instabilities due to huge variations in 
mobilities between steam and heavy oil. When solving fully implicitly, the simulator uses the Newton-Raphson method to 
compute the pressures and saturations at the new time step. The Newton-Raphson method requires limits on convergence to 
solve for the pressure and saturation. The smaller the convergence limits, the smaller the error on the new pressures and 
saturations. However, the drawback with smaller convergence limits is that the amount of iterations required per time step 
increases and longer runs are necessary for each simulation. Furthermore, because the error is reduced in the computation of 
the pressures and saturations, the time steps get shorter, increasing the number of time steps required for a given simulation. 
An increase in iterations and shorter time steps results in a significant increase in computational time when opting for tighter 
solver settings. It is therefore necessary to optimise the solver settings so that the accuracy of the results is preserved and the 
computational time is minimised. Sensitivities were therefore carried on the convergence limits before investigating the effects 
of gridding in the simulation model. 
The sensitivities that were run on the convergence limits are listed in table 4 and the grid dimensions used for this model are 
listed in table 5. 
Table 4 - Convergence limits  Table 5 – Case 2 gridding 
 
 Default Solver Tight Solver1 
(TS1) 
Tight Solver 2 
(TS2) 
dPo (psi) 10 1 0.1 
dSw (fraction) 0.1 0.01 0.001 
dSo  (fraction) 0.1 0.01 0.001 
dSg  (fraction) 0.1 0.01 0.001 
dT (°F) 10 1 0.1 
 
 
 
 X y Z 
Number of blocks 25 25 11 
Length of block (ft) Dy=100 Dx=10 Dz=5 
  
Gridding sensitivity 
Gridding is extremely important in SAGD, as very steep pressure and temperature gradients are observed in the areas where 
the steam chamber develops. Furthermore, phase changes can occur suddenly in both the well and the reservoir due to 
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condensing steam and vaporising water. These phase changes occur within fractions of 1 °F or 1 psi, and it is crucial to capture 
this physical behaviour since the latent heat transfer is a key mechanism in reducing the oil viscosity and mobilising the fluids 
in the reservoir. There is also the challenge of dealing with mobility ratios in the range of 100,000s where the steam chamber 
develops. If the gridding in SAGD is not carried out properly, the simulation can yield very inaccurate results as the numerical 
dispersions can alter the simulated behaviour.  
Sensitivities were performed on grid block sizes in all three planes. The first model was built using the grid block 
dimensions in table 5. The boundary conditions were set such that the pressure at the reservoir limits would not affect the 
behaviour of the steam chamber. Since the dominant flow due to well orientation and permeability anisotropy is in the cross-
well direction, the first sensitivities were performed by reducing the grid block lengths in the x plane (cross-well). The need 
for refining all the grid blocks was not necessary, since the steam chamber only develops in close proximity to the well pair. 
The grid blocks were thus reduced in the 50 ft. cross-well area adjacent to the well pair and a growth multiplication ratio was 
used to enlarge the blocks towards the boundaries. The runs for the cross-well grid block length sensitivities are listed in table 
6.  
 
Table 8- Down-well grid block length sensitivity Table 9 - Sensitivity on the distance at which grid 
blocks are kept constant 
 
Case Grid block length in the down-well direction (ft) 
10 12.5 
11 50 
 
Case Distance at which cross-well blocks kept constant 
(ft) 
8 25 
9 13 
 
Sensitivities were then carried out in the z-plane, table 7; down-well, table 8; and for the cross-well distance at which the grid 
block length was kept constant, table 9. 
The base case model was built on the basis of these sensitivities and the results compared to the (Shin et al 2012) paper. 
SAGD optimisation 
The base case model was optimised as follows for 1 year of production: 
Control at the wells 
When building the base case model, the well head pressure was set to force early steam breakthrough in order to exacerbate 
numerical instabilities when running sensitivities. The first step in optimising the model was to reduce the well head pressure 
such that the steam chamber was drawn as close as possible to the producer but avoiding steam being produced. Furthermore, 
the injection rate was reduced such that the amount of steam injected minimised water production, but ensured the reservoir 
pressure was being maintained. The following well controls were used: 
 Pre-heating phase: Steam cycling rate at 1000 STB water equivalent/day with an enthalpy of 1250 BTU/lb at an 
injection pressure of 500 psia 
 Injection phase: Injection rate at 250 STB water equivalent/day with an enthalpy of 1250 BTU/lb at an injection 
pressure of 500 psia 
 Production phase: Producer well head pressure of 700 psia and injection rate at 350 STB water equivalent/day with an 
enthalpy of 1250 BTU/lb at an injection pressure of 500 psia 
Table 6 - Cross-well grid block length sensitivity Table 7 - Z plane grid block length sensitivity 
Case Grid block length in the cross-well 
direction adjacent to the well (ft) 
3 6 
4 3 
5 1.5 
6 1 
6.1 0.5 
 
Case Grid block length in the z 
plane (ft) 
6 5 
7 2.5 
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Pressure control  
The base case model was controlled by finding an optimum pressure at the producer such that oil would be produced without 
steam breakthrough. The equations for one dimensional linear flow of steam and oil according to Darcy’s law are: 
𝑞𝑜 =
𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑜
𝜇𝑜
(𝑃1 − 𝑃2 +
𝜌𝑜ℎ
144
) (1) 
 
𝑞𝑠 =
𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑠
𝜇𝑠
(𝑃1 − 𝑃2 +
𝜌𝑠ℎ
144
) (2) 
 
Where P1 and P2 are the pressures at the injector and producer respectively and h is the vertical distance between the injector 
and the producer. For oil to flow into the producer without any steam, the conditions qo>0 and qs<0 must be satisfied at every 
point along the producer, and thus 
𝑃1 +
𝜌𝑠ℎ
144
< 𝑃2 < 𝑃1 +
𝜌𝑜ℎ
144
 
The oil rate at the producer was controlled using a script editor option in Reveal based on the above conditions at the heel of 
the producer. The system was controlled by approximating P2 at a range of values close to the right hand side of the equation 
and also at a range of values close to the left hand side of the equation. In the model, the following criteria were applied: 
𝑃1 + 0.3 < 𝑃2 < 𝑃1 + 6.25 (3) 
Subcool control 
The subcool of the system in the model was monitored at three different segments along the well pair and controlled at a target 
value by correcting the oil rate accordingly. The reason for controlling the oil rate and not the injection rate is that it is 
assumed that the surface facilities in SAGD are built to accommodate maximum steam injection. Target subcool values of 100 
°F, 80 °F, 60°F and 40 °F were specified to control the base case model.  
Results and analysis  
Solver setting sensitivity results 
The oil rates and temperature profiles for the solver setting sensitivity simulations are illustrated in figures 6 and 7 
respectively. It can be seen that using the default settings yields different results from tight solver settings. Thus convergence 
limits of the same magnitude as TS1, listed in table 4, should be used when modelling SAGD as the computational time 
required is less than half of that from when using the convergence limits in TS2 yet yielding similar results. 
  
Figure 6 - Oil rates for different solver settings  
 
Figure 7 - Temperature profiles at the toe of the 
producer for different solver settings 
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Gridding sensitivity results 
The temperature profiles for the sensitivities on the cross-well grid block length are shown in figure 8. It is evident from these 
results that the system is very sensitive to cross-well gridding as the difference in time at which steam breakthrough occurs is 
drastic between models. The results do however converge when 1ft. and ½ ft. blocks are used, which means that a minimum of 
1 ft. cross-well grid block length should be used when modelling SAGD.  
Figure 9 shows the results for the z plane sensitivities, and the effect of halving the block length from 5ft.to 2.5 ft. does not 
have much effect on the results. In order to keep at least 2 grid blocks in the vertical spacing between the wells a minimum of 
5 ft. has to be used in the z plane (this depends on well spacing).  
 
Sensitivities on the distance at which the cross-well block length was kept constant were also carried out. The distance was 
reduced from 50 ft. in case 6 to 25 ft. and 13 ft. for cases 8 and 9 respectively. The graphs for the production rates and 
temperature profiles in figures 10 and 11 respectively, show that the results for cases 6 and 8 converge. This meant that the 
total number of grid blocks could be reduced by 25% from case 6 to case 8. The distance of 13 ft. was however too small for 
the solver settings indicating that the steam chamber behaviour is not being accurately captured. 
 
  
Figure 8 - Annulus and saturated steam 
temperature for cross-well sensitivities 
 
Figure 9 - Annulus and saturated steam temperature 
for z plane sensitivities 
 
  
Figure 10 - Oil rates for sensitivities for distance at 
which uniform grid blocks kept constant 
 
Figure 11 - Temperature profiles for sensitivities for 
distance at which uniform grid blocks kept constant 
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The results for the sensitivities of down-well gridding are illustrated in figure 12. For comparison reasons, steam breakthrough 
for case 5 is also plotted on the graph. The difference in time at which steam breakthrough occurs when halving the down-well 
grid block length from 25 ft. to 12.5 ft. is only 12 hours (case 8 and case 11). When comparing cases 8 and 5 however, the 
difference in time at which this happens is 8 days with only ½ ft. difference in grid block length. This emphasises the 
importance of cross-well gridding when modelling SAGD. 
 
Figure 12 – Temperature profile for down-well sensitivities 
 
The number of grid blocks used in the base case model was 25×53×11 which equates to 14575. The grid block dimensions 
within the 25 ft. cross-well area  adjacent  to the well was 25×1×5 ft. and a growth multiplication ratio of 1.3 was used to 
enlarge the blocks after the 25 ft. area in the cross-well direction towards the boundaries.  
Sensitivities were also performed on the growth multiplication ratio up to 1.5 yielding similar results. This ratio cannot be 
increased beyond 1.5 without causing numerical instabilities due to adjacent blocks having significantly different volumes.  
Pressure control and 100°F subcool control 
From figure 14 it can be seen that although the base case model was controlled at a fixed wellhead pressure to avoid steam 
breakthrough, the oil production was very unstable and the need for a control system was required. The model was thus 
controlled according to the conditions described in equation 3 such that two different ranges of values, at either side of the 
equation within the stable production range, were approximated. P1 corresponds to the control that was biased towards the 
right hand side of the equation and P2 corresponds to the control that was biased to the left hand side of the equation. A more 
stable oil rate was observed when controlling the model and the cumulative steam oil ratio (cSOR) was reduced as illustrated 
in figure 13, enhancing energy efficiency. The temperature profile for the pressure controlled model illustrates that an almost 
constant subcool of 120 °F was observed when controlling the model at P1. When controlling the pressure at P2, the steam 
chamber was drawn closer to the producer and the subcool value was reduced to approximately 40°F but a more unstable 
temperature profile was observed, figure 15. This demonstrates that there is a relationship between the ΔP of the well pair and 
the subcool of the system. As a result of these observations, the model was controlled by monitoring the subcool rather than 
the pressure difference between the injector and the producer. It is easier to monitor temperature in a real SAGD operation 
using fibre optic thermal sensors than attempting to measure fractions of a psi using pressure gauges. By controlling the 
system at a subcool value of 100 °F the oil rate increased, the cSOR decreased and the cumulative production was highest as 
illustrated in figures 14, 13 and 16 respectively. This is to be expected, as when the steam chamber is closer to the producer, 
more heated fluids which drain down the interface can be produced.  
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Figure 13 - Cumulative steam oil ratios for 
controlled and non-controlled models 
 
Figure 14 - Oil rates for controlled and non-
controlled models 
 
 
  
Figure 15 - Subcool for the pressure control model 
at the toe of the well 
Subcool controls 
Figure 16 - Cumulative oil productions 
 
When the model was controlled at the lower subcool values 80 °F, 60 °F and 40°F, heel toe effects were observed as illustrated 
in figure 17. This is due to well design, since the steam is injected at the toe of the tubing before being cycled back in the 
annulus and into the reservoir. This means that as soon as the producer pulls a little harder, the steam at the toe will be drawn 
towards the producer and less steam will be available to be distributed along the rest of the well. The rates for the 40°F subcool 
and the 100°F subcool cases are illustrated in the graph in figure 18. The difference in stability of the production rates as a 
result of steam chamber instability is evident. The reason for these unstable productions is because once the heel toe effects are 
first observed it becomes difficult to control the system.  This is a result of pulling too hard which may cause steam to break 
through at the toe, or alternatively not pulling hard enough which causes steam to rise at the heel. 
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Figure 17 - Temperature profile along the producer 
 
Figure 18 - Rates for subcool controls 
 
In order to determine if there is a correlation between the subcool value and the stability of the steam chamber, the standard 
deviations were calculated for the four different subcool values at three different time steps along the wellbore. Equation 4 was 
used for calculating the standard deviations. 
𝜎 = √
1
𝑁
∑(𝑇𝑖 − ?̅?)
2
𝑁
𝑖=1
 (4) 
The same calculation was also performed for a single segment along the wellbore for the entire simulation for the four subcool 
values.  
The results for these calculations are shown in figures 19, 20, 21 and 22. 
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Figure 21 - Standard deviation 01/03/2008 
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Figures 19, 20 and 21 show that there is a correlation between the standard deviation of the subcool along the wellbore and the 
target subcool value at which the model was controlled. Figure 22 shows that there is also a correlation between the standard 
deviation of the subcool in time and the target subcool value at which the model was controlled. It is thus evident from these 
results that there is a relationship between the steam chamber stability in both space and time and the target subcool value at 
which the model was controlled. 
Discussion 
Gridding 
By running sensitivities on solver settings and grid refinement, it was demonstrated that results can be completely different for 
a given model depending on the convergence limits imposed on the simulator and the size of the grid blocks used. It is hence 
very important to build a stable SAGD model in which the numerical instabilities are mitigated before attempting to 
understand the physical behaviour of the system. The area in the reservoir where the steam chamber develops is the most 
sensitive, which is expected, and the need for adequate cross-well gridding is essential if the model is to capture the physical 
behaviour. In order to keep the total number of grid blocks in the model to a minimum, the cross-well blocks further from the 
well pair can be made bigger since the steam chamber does not directly affect these areas (although small pressure and 
temperature variations still exist). A maximum of 25 ft, and 5ft. grid blocks is recommended for down-well and z-plane 
gridding respectively as otherwise the numerical dispersion will affect the results. However the grid blocks cross-well that 
encompasses the development of the steam chamber should be no more than 1 ft. in length. The distance over which the 1 ft. 
cross-well grid block lengths should be used depends on how far the steam chamber develops in the reservoir.  
The observed results are contrary to Shin et al’s (2012) analysis, as it is stated in the paper that grid blocks with dimensions 
of 30×6×6 ft. yield similar results to a fine grid. The results in this simulation show that when using grid block dimensions 
25×6×5 ft., a difference in steam breakthrough of 40 days is observed when comparing to the model where the cross-well grid 
block is refined to 1ft. (figure 8). In the published paper the analysis was based on the comparison between the cumulative oil 
productions and cSORs over a 10 year simulation, whereas in this study, sensitivities were performed on a model that forces 
steam breakthrough after three days of production and it was the temperature profiles that served as the basis for comparison. 
This difference in analysis could be the reasoning behind the observed discrepancy, however if the objective is to develop a 
control system for optimising the evolution of the steam chamber then it is crucial that the recommendation for block length is 
honoured. 
When simulating an entire heavy oil/bitumen field for SAGD operations, cross-well grid refinement would need to be 
implemented for each well pair. The distance at which the cross-well grid refinement would be implemented for the well pair 
will depend on the steam chamber behaviour for that particular system. In SAGD due to the very high viscosity of the fluids, 
the well pairs are seldom in communication, and growth multiplication ratios can be used to enlarge the blocks away from the 
wells. If communication is apparent between wells due to steam chambers expanding, the grid refinement would have to be 
reviewed as it is extremely important to ensure fine cross-well grid blocks to capture the physical behaviour of the steam 
chamber. 
SAGD optimisation   
The SAGD model was successfully controlled by developing a simple algorithm which takes into account the buoyancy and 
viscous effects of the system using equations 1 and 2 and implementing this algorithm into the simulator. This can be a good 
starting point for an engineer to establish a minimum and maximum condition in which the system can operate.     
It is evident from this study that an unstable steam chamber results in unstable oil production. In this model, the unstable 
steam chamber is a result of well design, and the most stable oil production was achieved when controlling the subcool value 
at 100 °F. In heterogeneous reservoirs steam chamber stability is a key concern due to variations in permeability, shale layers, 
fluid saturation distributions etc. This means that picking the optimal subcool value such that a stable production and a low 
cSOR can be achieved is going to be a strong function of the reservoir geology. Thus a very heterogeneous reservoir may well 
operate better under a higher subcool value than a lower one. This is contrary to what one would expect since more production 
is achieved when the steam chamber is drawn closer to the producer and more of the heated fluids can be produced. The reality 
however, is that it is nearly impossible to achieve a perfectly stable steam chamber which is drawn close to the producer, and 
as a result, steam chamber instability plays a key role in what the operating subcool value should be.       
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The study in which the standard deviations were taken from the different simulations could prove very effective for 
choosing the correct subcool value for a particular operation. It was proven for this model that when running simulations for 
different subcools, a relationship was established between the steam chamber stability and the target subcool value at which 
the model was controlled. The standard deviation for the 100°F model is in the range of 5- 8°F according to the results. 
Different models will no doubt yield different results for this study, but if such a correlation can be established, it is highly 
likely that there is a tolerance of steam chamber stability within which a small range of optimal subcool values exist. The 
engineer could essentially run a SAGD simulation for a reservoir model and perform sensitivities on the subcool value to 
investigate the stability of the steam chamber. Using the above correlation, the subcool value would then be selected for the 
model such that the standard deviation relates to an acceptable tolerance of steam chamber stability in order to optimise 
performance. 
As well as enabling the engineer to establish an optimal subcool value, the above relationship could also be used to develop 
an algorithm to control the model. By tracking real time temperature measurements, the standard deviation can be calculated 
along the well pair in real time in order to determine how the steam chamber is behaving, specifically the rate at which the 
chamber becomes unstable along different segments of the well pair. In understanding the behaviour of the steam chamber 
along different segments of the well pair, inlet control valves (ICVs) can be implemented such that the injection/production 
choke valves are adjusted according to the stability of the chamber at those particular segments. For example, there may be 
areas with a higher permeability which require smaller changes in the injection/production choke valves when temperature 
variations are observed. A shaley area on the other hand may require a bigger change in the choke valve setting for the same 
temperature variations as the high permeability layer. This means that valves can be set and adjusted along the well pair using 
ICVs such that the steam chamber is monitored according to its past behaviour along the well pair rather than simply taking 
action when temperature changes are observed.   
Conclusions 
In this study, a thermal simulator was used to build a tightly coupled well/reservoir model in order to investigate the behaviour 
of the steam chamber under SAGD operation.  The importance of gridding and convergence limits was emphasized when 
building a SAGD model by running sensitivities on both. SAGD should be modelled using tight convergence limits to mitigate 
numerical instabilities and the limits on convergence should be tested such that computational time is minimised.   
 A 1 ft. cross-well grid block length in the near well area where the steam chamber develops was suggested. 
 Down-well and z plane block lengths should be 25 ft. and 5 ft. respectively.  
When developing a field scale model, a growth multiplication ratio can be used to enlarge the blocks where there is no steam 
chamber present as there is usually no communication between well pairs due to extremely high fluid viscosities.  
To control the model, a simple algorithm was developed which accounts for viscous effects and buoyancy forces between 
the well pair in order to establish minimum and maximum operating conditions. The model was then controlled at different 
subcool values within this operating range, and a relationship was established between steam chamber stability and the target 
subcool value. It was suggested that the optimal subcool value for a given model is a function of the steam chamber stability 
and that a standard deviation of the temperature profile of the system can help the engineer determine this value. It was also 
suggested that a predictive control algorithm could be developed by studying the behaviour of the steam chamber along the 
well pair using field production data. Rather than take action when a temperature change occurs, the control algorithm would 
account for the past behaviour of the steam chamber to adjust choke valve settings using ICVs such that adjustments would be 
made depending on how the chamber is expected to behave.  
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Nomenclature 
k = absolute permeability (mD) 
kr = relative permeability 
μ = viscosity (cP) 
ρ = density (lb/ft3) 
𝜎 = standard deviation (°F) 
Ti = subcool value at the i
th
 segment along the wellbore (°F) 
?̅? = mean subcool value along the wellbore (°F) 
N = number of values used for the calculation along the wellbore 
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Appendix A – Milestones 
SPE Paper n Year Title Authors Contribution 
 
NA 
 
1981 
(presented 
1979) 
“Theoretical Studies on the 
Gravity Drainage of Heavy 
Oil During In-situ Steam 
Heating” 
 
R. M. Butler, G. S. Mcnab, H. 
Y. Lo 
First to introduce the SAGD process, 
which involves the continuous injection of 
steam into heavy oil/bitumen reservoirs. 
The steam condenses at the interface 
heating the heavy oil/bitumen through heat 
transfer and lowering its viscosity 
allowing it to drain towards a horizontal 
producing well located below the injector. 
This paper explains the theory of the 
process and derives an equation for the 
rate of drainage.  
 
NA 
 
1981 
“The Gravity Drainage of 
Steam-heated Heavy Oil to 
Parallel Horizontal Wells” 
R.M Butler, D.J Stephens Derived equations for rate of drainage in 
dimensionless form and improved on 
SAGD theory. 
 
NA 
 
1985 
“A New Approach to the 
Modelling of Steam-
Assisted Gravity Drainage” 
 
R.M. Butler Developed a new calculation procedure for 
following the progress of SAGD processes 
and for predicting thermal efficiency. 
 
 
 
NA 
 
1996 
“Numerical Simulation of 
the Steam-assisted Gravity 
Drainage Process (SAGD) 
” 
 
L. Chow, R.M. Butler 
 
First to successfully model a SAGD 
process using a numerical simulator. 
 
NA 
 
2000 
“Natural and Gas-lift in 
SAGD Production Wells” 
R.M. Butler, S.Bharatha, C.-
T. Yee 
 
Developed a methodology to calculate 
pressure, temperature and fractional 
vaporization profiles for SAGD producers 
in order to evaluate the flowing capability 
of the well. 
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Appendix B – Critical literature review 
 
SPE NA (1981, presented 1979) 
 
Paper name: 
 
Theoretical Studies on the Gravity Drainage of Heavy Oil During In-situ Steam Heating 
 
Authors: 
 
R.M. Butler, G.S. Mcnab, H.Y. Lo 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
First to introduce the SAGD process. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
To develop a theory that explains the process of heating heavy oil/bitumen through heat transfer and lowering its viscosity 
allowing it to drain towards a horizontal producing well located below the injector. 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
In steam assisted gravity drainage, the injected steam forms a chamber around the injector and the steam condenses at the 
interface heating the heavy oil/bitumen and lowering its viscosity allowing it to drain towards a horizontal producer located 
below the injector.  
 
Comments: 
 
This paper explains SAGD theory and also derives an equation for the rate of drainage. 
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SPE NA (1981) 
 
Paper name: 
 
The Gravity Drainage of Steam Heated oil to Parallel Horizontal Wells 
 
Authors: 
 
R.M. Butler, D.J Stephens 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
Derived equations for rate of drainage in dimensionless form and improved on SAGD theory 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
To further develop the SAGD theory using two horizontal wells (producer and injector) 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 Improved theory for SAGD in heavy oil/bitumen reservoirs. 
 New equations derived for rate of drainage as a function of more significant variables and represented in 
dimensionless form. 
 Experimental data from scaled lab models in good agreement with the theory 
 
 
 
 
 
This paper explains SAGD theory and also derives an equation for the rate of drainage. 
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SPE 11080 (1984) 
 
Paper name: 
 
Sensitivity of Steamflood Model Results to Grid and Timestep Sizes 
 
Authors: 
 
J.H. Abou-Kassem And K. Aziz 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
Highlighted the need for running sensitivities when modelling steam 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
To run sensitivity analyses on 1D and 2D simulations for grid size and time step 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 Sensitivity studies on time step and grid size should only be carried out when truncation errors for at least one 
variable is at a minimum 
 Numerical dispersion can be reduced by choosing optimal gridding for a given time step or vice versa 
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SPE NA (1985) 
 
Paper name: 
 
A New Approach to the Modelling of Steam-assisted Gravity Drainage  
 
Authors: 
 
R.M. Butler 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
Developed a new calculation procedure for following the progress of SAGD processes and for predicting thermal efficiency. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
Predicting the bitumen drainage from around a spreading steam chamber above a horizontal well. 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 A new calculation procedure was developed for following the progress of SAGD processes and for predicting thermal 
efficiency.  
 Same rates of drainage are obtained as older methods. 
 High steam temperature ensures high production and less heat loss at the expense of needing more heat to get the 
steam to that temperature. These counteracting effects balance each other out. 
 Closer well spacing gives higher efficiency. 
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SPE NA (1990) 
 
Paper name: 
 
Wellbore Flow Resistance in Steam-assisted Gravity Drainage 
 
Authors: 
 
R.M. Butler, T.S. Ong 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
It was shown that the scaling factor for the radius of the horizontal well is proportional to the one-fourth power of the product 
of the ratios of their respective heights of formation and fluid viscosity values. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
Develop a computer program to predict the pressure of the production well, oil flow rate along the well and the gravity head of 
the heated oil backed up by the flow resistance of the well. Use this model to study the effects of fluid viscosity, well length 
and well size. 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 A scaling criterion was developed 
 Effect of well length on gravity head was not as significant as the effect of well size. 
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SPE NA (1990) 
 
Paper name: 
 
The Production of Conventional Heavy Oil Reservoirs with Bottom Water Using Steam-assisted Gravity Drainage 
Authors: 
 
R.M. Butler, S. Sugianto 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
Better understanding of water coning in SAGD and the significance of the oil/water contact. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
Investigate the mechanism, the process and the effects of steam injection pressure, bottom water thickness and the location of 
the production well using a scaled two-dimensional reservoir model. 
 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 SAGD with initial vertical steamflooding shows promising recoveries when limited by water coning. 
 When extrapolating the field results from the lab scale model, a 14m thick oil column can produce more than 165 
m
3
/day or over 1000 bbl/day from a single well with a length of 500m 
 Recovery varied from 87% of OIP without the bottom water to 48% with bottom water zone/total bottom water and 
oil zone of 0.41. 
 High steam pressure good for case without bottom water zone, but steam injection pressure should be approximately 
the same as aquifer pressure with a bottom water zone. 
 Recoveries were very good for a well above and below oil/water contact 
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SPE NA (1996) 
 
Paper name: 
 
Numerical Simulation of the Steam-assisted Gravity Drainage Process (SAGD) 
Authors: 
 
L. Chow, R.M. Butler 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
Use of numerical simulators to model a SAGD process 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
Validate a numerical model by history matching physical model results. 
 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 Steam chamber results matched 
 Numerical linear relative permeabilities derived insensitive to the results. 
o There is only steam in the steam chamber and steam has very low viscosity 
o Where oil flows rapidly in the reservoir, water drain relative to water and oil saturations is small 
 Due to fingering, water/oil emulsions and counter-current flow, the upwards trend of the steam chamber was not well 
modelled in the simulator. 
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SPE 50413 (1998) 
 
Paper name: 
 
Investigation of SAGD Steam Trap Control in Two and Three Dimensions  
Authors: 
 
Neil R. Edmunds 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
Highlighted the need to optimise SAGD operations through steam trap control  
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
A numerical investigation of the relationships between steam trap control and fluid level, production rate, and SOR 
 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 Optimum subcool forecasts is in the range of 20-30 °C 
 The need for constant spacing between the well pair is highlighted when drilling the wells 
 2 D simulation was found to be unrealistically optimistic for SAGD operations 
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SPE NA (2000) 
 
Paper name: 
 
Natural and Gas-lift in SAGD Production Wells 
 
Authors: 
 
R.M. Butler, S.Bharatha, C.-T. Yee 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
Developed a methodology to calculate pressure, temperature and fractional vaporization profiles for SAGD producers in order 
to evaluate the flowing capability of the well. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
Analysis of fluid flow in producing SAGD wells 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 For well start-up and for low production rates, gas lift may be necessary. 
 Natural lift, production choking and adjustments are needed to ensure adequate lifting without excessive steam blow-
by in commercial SAGD operations 
 Most projects studied were producing at high rates 
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SPE NA (2001) 
 
Paper name: 
 
Numerical and Experimental Modelling of the Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) Process 
Authors: 
 
K. Sasaki, S. Akibayashi, N. Yazawa, Q, Doan, S.M. Farouq Ali 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
This is a continuation of the work of Butler and Chow on modelling SAGD using numerical simulators 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
Compare numerical and experimental models of the SAGD process 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 Numerical and experimental results generally in good agreement 
 Good results were obtained when history matching the simulation to an experimental scaled reservoir model. 
  
 
Comments: 
 
The results for relative permeabilities seem to be in good agreement between the shape of the steam chamber in the numerical 
simulation and experimental model contrary to Butler and Chow’s results. 
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SPE NA (2001) 
 
Paper name: 
 
Economic Optimum Operating Pressure for SAGD Projects in Alberta 
 
Authors: 
 
N. Edmunds and H. Chhina 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
Suggest an economic optimum operating pressure for SAGD operations such that energy consumption can be reduced 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
To carry out at study which investigates the optimum operating pressures for a North Eastern Alberta field 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 Steam oil ratio SOR in SAGD is more sensitive to the economics than the actual oil production rate 
  The optimum pressure for this particular field was 400 kPa and low pressures are generally favoured in SAGD 
operations as they reduce steam consumption due to low operating temperatures. 
 ESPs can be used when operating under low pressures as the bottom hole temperature can be within the operational 
range of most ESP pumps 
 The minimum thickness for an economic SAGD reservoir is 15 m according to this paper. 
 
Comments: 
This study investigates the economics of SAGD, and highlights the importance of optimising operations for its economic 
success in industry 
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SPE 69690 (2001) 
 
Paper name: 
 
SAGD Performance Optimization Through Numerical Simulations: Methodology and Field Case Example 
 
Authors: 
 
P. Egermann., G. Renard and E. Delamaide 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
This paper builds on previous work on the subject 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
To present a methodology for controlling the steam chamber in SAGD operations 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 Suggest that in order to optimise the steam chamber development the injection rates should be controlled to the 
capacity of the reservoir and the steam chamber controlled by adjusting the injection rates 
 The results are in good agreement with Butler’s analytical model for steam chamber development 
 In the field case example a good match was obtained when history matching 
 A 100% incremental increase was obtained when controlling the model 
 
Comments: 
This study investigates the economics of SAGD, and highlights the importance of optimising operations for its economic 
success in industry 
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SPE 97918 (2005) 
 
Paper name: 
 
Impact of Operational Parameters and Reservoir Variables During the Startup Phase of a SAGD Process 
Authors: 
 
J.W. Vanegas Prada, L.B Cunha, and F.J.S. Alhanati 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
Developed a methodology for optimising the steam cycling phase in SAGD 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
Investigate the effects of steam circulation rate, tubing diameter, tubing insulation and bottom hole pressure in the pre-heaqting 
phase. A pressure differential sensitivity between the well pair was laso carried out. 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 Different reservoirs require different pre-heating strategies as this is a function of fluid properties and rock properties. 
 Applying a pressure differential may affect long term SAGD performance due to zones of higher permeability and 
higher water saturations generating a preferential flow path. 
  
 
Comments 
This paper highlights the need for a pre-heating phase in SAGD and also for the need of a hybrid type grid when simulating 
the process. 
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SPE 110316 (2007) 
 
Paper name: 
 
An Investigation Into the Need of a Dynamic Coupled Well-Reservoir Simulator 
Authors: 
 
E.D. Nennie, G.J.N. Alberts, S.P.C. Belfroid, E. Peters, G.J.P. Joosten 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
This is a study of well/reservoir coupling in numerical simulators relevant to this research paper but not SAGD 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
Develop an explicitly coupled dynamic multiphase numerical well/reservoir model to explore the dynamic phenomena in a 
horizontal well with three inflow sections. 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 Better prediction of gas coning control using an integrated model due to the ability to measure smaller time steps.  
 Coupled simulator should be used for small time step phenomena, whereas a stand-alone reservoir model should be 
used for longer time step phenomena in order to save computer time.  
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SPE NA (2007) 
 
Paper name: 
 
Investigation of Key Parameters in SAGD Wellbore Design and Operation 
Authors: 
 
P.A. Vander Valk, P. Yang 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
A fully coupled reservoir/well model was successfully applied to a SAGD well architecture. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
Evaluate the impact of pressure drops and subcool control on SAGD reservoir performance. 
  
Conclusions reached: 
 
 Bitumen rate insensitive to small subcool with low frictional pressure drops but very sensitive with high frictional 
pressure drops, meaning aggressive subcool controls are needed in the latter case. 
 Bitumen rate very sensitive to mixed subcool control beyond 40C 
 Well architecture ensures an even liquid level along the entire length of the well pair. 
 Hydraulics affect SAGD, which in turn affects artificial lift performance and operating conditions. 
 There are a variety of practical and flexible cost-effective ways to ensure smaller pressure gradients.  
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SPE 122014 (2009) 
 
Paper name: 
 
SAGD Subcool Control with Smart Injection Wells 
Authors: 
 
Dharmesh R. Gotawala, Ian D. Gates 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
 
Used a PID algorithm to control inflow control valves settings to promote subcool to a target value  
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
To develop a uniform steam chamber in a heavy oil/bitumen reservoir through a PID subcool control system. 
 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 A PID control is sufficient to control the development of the steam chamber along a well pair regardless of reservoir 
heterogeneities and geological knowledge 
 Interwell subcool control has a local impact on steam conformance control. 
 Dynamic control of the well-pair should be done along intervals of the steam injection well. 
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SPE 157900 (2012) 
 
Paper name: 
 
Optimal Grid System Design for SAGD Simulation 
 
Authors: 
 
H. Shin, T, Hwang and B. Chon 
 
Contribution to the understanding of SAGD: 
Suggested an optimal grid size for SAGD modelling 
 
Objective of the paper: 
 
To run sensitivities on grid sizes 
 
 
Conclusions reached: 
 
 They suggest that the ration i/k is more important than the actual grid size.  
 Grid size in the down-well direction does not have a significant effect on results. 
 The need for grid refinement down-well may be necessary in heterogeneous reservoirs 
 A grid size of 2×10×20 m should yield the same result as a fine grid 
 
Comments: 
The most recent study on optimal gridding for SAGD 
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Appendix C - ESP pump design 
 
Because SAGD reservoirs are generally low pressure reservoirs, artificial lift is usually required at very early stage in the 
development of these fields. This reservoir was no exception, as the initial reservoir pressure was 300 psia. Although steam 
was injected into the reservoir from the start, and the reservoir pressure did initially increase, there was still not enough energy 
available for the target rates at the surface and a pump was required. 
An ESP pump was designed for the producer using Prosper. The pump was designed to operate at temperatures of 400 ° F, 
which would be the operating temperature during production. The pump was placed in the tubing in the riser 50 ft above the 
heel of the producer or 1500 ft below the surface as illustrated in figure C1. The design rate for the pump was specified at 1000 
STB/day at a top node pressure of 100 psia and an operating frequency of 60 hz.  
 
Figure C23 – Producer design for the production phase 
The most suitable pump for these operating conditions was the Centrilift R9 4 in (600-1400 rb/day) powered by a Boret EDB 
125-117B5 168 HP 2520 V 9a motor, figure C2. 
 
Figure C24 – Operating conditions for ESP pump 
ESP pump 
Pump  
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Appendix D – Boundary conditions 
Case 1 
Uniform grid blocks were used in Case 1. A constant pressure boundary was specified in the last block at both ends of the 
reservoir in the x plane (cross-well direction). Gridding for case 1 is listed in table D1 
Table D1 – Case 1 gridding 
 X y Z 
Number of blocks 25 25 11 
Length of block (ft) Dy=100 Dx=10 Dz=5 
 
Figure D1 shows the pressure profile for case 1. The sudden increase in reservoir pressure at the beginning of the steam 
cycling phase is due fluid expansion from the increase in temperature. The pressure in the reservoir then levels off as the 
drawdown reaches the boundary and a sudden sharp increase is observed at the beginning of the injection phase.as the 
reservoir is being pressurised by the high pressure steam. The reservoir pressure decreases when production is initiated before 
very sudden pressure depletion at which point the well dies. Although the well head pressure was set to force steam 
breakthrough, this did not occur in this case. This was due to the constant pressure boundary drawing the steam chamber to the 
edge of the reservoir causing a “sink effect”. It was this “sink effect” that caused the well to die as the pressure in the reservoir 
was reduced to a point at which there was insufficient energy to bring the oil to the surface.  
 
Figure 25- Pressure profile for case 1 
Case 2 
 y and z gridding identical to case 1.  
 Distance to the reservoir boundary in the x plane increased to 1160 ft. 
 Cross well gridding, Figure D2. 
o 5×10 ft. blocks adjacent to the well  
o Growth multiplication ratio of 1.3 used to increase the length of the blocks thereafter on both sides 
Steam cycling 
Injection phase 
Production phase 
Well dies 
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Figure 26 - View of the reservoir in case 2 in the z plane (from above) 
In case 2, the boundaries were at a distance from the wells such that the steam chamber was not drawn to the edge of the 
reservoir and the “sink effect” in case 1 was not observed. This resulted in a more significant drawdown towards the producer 
and early steam breakthrough was observed at the toe of the well as illustrated in Figure D3 
 
Figure 27 - Steam chamber for case 2 at steam breakthrough 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
y 
x 
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Appendix E - Base case model schedule 
Steam cycling 
In order to ensure the steam injected into the completions had a high enough steam quality through the tubing and back into 
the annulus, it was important to ensure the appropriate steam enthalpy and rates were selected for the model. Figure D4 
illustrates the steam quality in the tubing (green line) and up the annulus (red line). The steam enters the annulus with a steam 
quality of .78 and heats the surrounding reservoir before exiting the annulus with a quality of .68 and being cycled back up the 
riser. The enthalpy, pressure and rates selected for this were 1250 BTU/lb, 500 psia and 1000 STB/day water equivalent of 
steam. 
 
 
 
Figure 28 - Steam quality in the pre-heating phase 
 
Figure 29 - Evolution of viscosity with time 
 
 
The duration of the steam cycling phase was carried out until the viscosity of the oil between the well pair was reduced 
sufficiently such that flow could be established between the wells. Figure D5 shows the evolution of viscosity with time for the 
2 grid blocks in between the well pair; at the middle section and at the toe of the wells. The viscosity was lowered to around 
200 cp before injection was initiated. 
Injection phase 
There were three criteria that had to be met during the injection phase: 
 Reduce the viscosity such that the ESP pump could lift the fluids to the surface 
 Ensure the amount of steam injected does not over-pressurise the reservoir 
 Ensure the steam chamber developed enough in the reservoir such that a continuous flow of heated fluids at the steam 
chamber interface would maintain a continuous production 
The viscosity and temperature profiles for the injection phase are illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.. The 
njection phase was controlled at a rate and enthalpy such that the viscosity was further reduced in order to mobilise the fluids 
within the pump operating conditions. The temperature of the heated fluids was thus increased by approximately 200°F and 
the subcool before production was approximately 175 °F. It was ensured that the rate at which the injector was controlled did 
not over-pressurise and damage the reservoir as illustrated in Error! Reference source not found. The rate and enthalpy at 
hich this was controlled was 250 STB/day water equivalent of steam and 1250 BTU/lb respectively.   
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Figure 30 - Viscosity and temperature profiles 
 
Figure 31 - Pressure profile 
 
 
Production phase 
During the production phase, the injection rate was increased such that the pressure was maintained in the reservoir as 
illustrated in figure D8. The pressure decreases at the initial drawdown, and is then stabilised to approximately the initial 
reservoir pressure. This ensures the fluids can be brought to the surface without the pump working to its limits. During the 
production phase the well head pressure was controlled such that steam breakthrough did not occur.  The well head pressure at 
which the producer was controlled was 700 psia, and the rates at this pressure ranged from 50 STB/day-250 STB/day which is 
average for a SAGD operation, as illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.  
 
Figure 32 - Reservoir pressure and oil rates 
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Appendix F – Control scripts for Reveal 
Pressure control 
In order to control the Reveal model to the pressure values according to equation 3, the following script was created and input 
into the simulator. 
'(Declarations) 
 RStep = 5 
  Rmin = 150 
  Rmax = 300 
   
  ProdRate = Rmin  
'End of (Declarations) 
 
Sub Reveal_RunPreTimestep() 
  
 
If (Reveal.Step > 1 And Reveal.Date > CDate("25/9/2007")) Then 
  current = eval(DoGet("Reveal.XflowPipeRes[{producer}][{Pipe(21) MD 1067.5}].Count"))-1 
  ProdPressure = eval(DoGet("Reveal.XflowPipeRes[{producer}][{Pipe(21) MD 1067.5}]["+Cstr(current)+"].AnnulusPressure")) 
  InjPressure = eval(DoGet("Reveal.XflowPipeRes[{injector}][{Pipe(18) MD 1052.5}]["+Cstr(current)+"].AnnulusPressure")) 
  If (ProdPressure < InjPressure -7.5) Then 
   ProdRate = ProdRate-RStep 
  End If 
  If (ProdPressure > InjPressure-2.5) Then 
   ProdRate = ProdRate+RStep 
  End If 
   
  If (ProdRate< Rmin) Then 
   ProdRate = Rmin 
  Elseif (ProdRate > Rmax) Then 
   ProdRate = Rmax 
  End If 
  Call DoCmd("Reveal.RUN_WELL_PRODUCE_OILRATE(""producer"","+Cstr(ProdRate)+")") 
 End If 
End Sub   
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𝑃1 + 0.3 < 𝑃2 < 𝑃1 + 6.25……………………………………………………………………………………………equation 3 
The values for the pressure of -7.5 and -2.5 correspond to the pressures at which the system should operate according to 
equation 3. In the script the pressures could only be controlled by monitoring the annulus pressures, and thus a pressure drop 
from the annulus to the reservoir had to be estimated and this is the reason for controlling it at -7.5 and -2.5. The reason the 
difference is -7.5- -2.5 = 5 and not 6.25-0.3 = 5.95 is to allow a tolerance within which to operate. 
 
Subcool Control 
'(Declarations) 
 RStep = 5 
  Rmin = 150 
  Rmax = 350 
   
  ProdRate = Rmin  
'End of (Declarations) 
 
Sub Reveal_RunPreTimestep() 
 If (Reveal.Step > 1 And Reveal.Date > CDate("25/9/2007")) Then 
  current = eval(DoGet("Reveal.XflowPipeRes[{producer}][{Pipe(21) MD 1067.5}].Count"))-1 
 
  ProdTemperature = eval(DoGet("Reveal.XflowPipeRes[{producer}][{Pipe(34) MD 
2232.5}]["+Cstr(current)+"].AnnulusTemperature")) 
  ProdSatTemperature = eval(DoGet("Reveal.XflowPipeRes[{producer}][{Pipe(34) MD 
2232.5}]["+Cstr(current)+"].AnnulusSteamSatTemp")) 
  deltaT34 = ProdSatTemperature  - ProdTemperature  
 
  ProdTemperature = eval(DoGet("Reveal.XflowPipeRes[{producer}][{Pipe(26) MD 
1537.5}]["+Cstr(current)+"].AnnulusTemperature")) 
  ProdSatTemperature = eval(DoGet("Reveal.XflowPipeRes[{producer}][{Pipe(26) MD 
1537.5}]["+Cstr(current)+"].AnnulusSteamSatTemp")) 
  deltaT26 = ProdSatTemperature  - ProdTemperature  
   
  ProdTemperature = eval(DoGet("Reveal.XflowPipeRes[{producer}][{Pipe(21) MD 
1067.5}]["+Cstr(current)+"].AnnulusTemperature")) 
  ProdSatTemperature = eval(DoGet("Reveal.XflowPipeRes[{producer}][{Pipe(21) MD 
1067.5}]["+Cstr(current)+"].AnnulusSteamSatTemp")) 
  deltaT21 = ProdSatTemperature  - ProdTemperature  
   
  If (deltaT34 < 80 Or deltaT26 < 80 Or deltaT21 < 80) Then 
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   ProdRate = ProdRate-RStep 
  End If 
  If (deltaT34 > 85 And deltaT26 > 85 And deltaT21 > 85) Then 
   ProdRate = ProdRate+RStep 
  End If 
   
  If (ProdRate< Rmin) Then 
   ProdRate = Rmin 
  Elseif (ProdRate > Rmax) Then 
   ProdRate = Rmax 
  End If 
  Call DoCmd("Reveal.RUN_WELL_PRODUCE_OILRATE(""producer"","+Cstr(ProdRate)+")") 
 End If 
End Sub 
The above is the script for the subcool control for 80°F. The system was controlled at 3 different segments along the producer; 
at the heel, the middle and the toe. The tolerance within which to operate was 80°F<T<85°F. The script ensured that if the 
subcool was below 80 °F in any of the segments then the producer would reduce the rate to avoid steam breakthrough. 
However the producer would only pull if all the segments were above 85 °F.  
 
 
   
 
   
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
